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ABSTRACT 

Asynchronous circuits are gaining relevance in the research community due to their 

ability to cope with technology-related problems that synchronous circuits fail to. In particu-

lar, two common asynchronous design styles have been explored in the past. The first, called 

quasi-delay-insensitive design, relies on dual-rail or similar scheme that encodes when the 

computation completes into the data representation itself using delay-insensitive codes. This 

design style can yield high-performance circuits, but they are much larger than their syn-

chronous counterpart is and have very high switching activity. The second design style, called 

bundled-data relies on delay lines matched to individual clouds of combinational single-rail 

logic. The advantage of this approach is reduced area and activity switching. However, be-

cause it relies on a complex set of timing assumptions it faces technology-related problems 

similar to synchronous design. This document proposes a research plan to explore the design 

space of available asynchronous circuits’ templates and, once the tradeoffs are evaluated, un-

derstand their applicability for coping with contemporary technologies challenges. It also in-

cludes the proposition of automated environments for the synthesis of asynchronous circuits 

targeting different templates. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

The ever-increasing demand for more complex systems and the possibility of integrating billions of tran-

sistors in a single chip brought us to the boundaries of the synchronous paradigm capabilities. The efficient 

distribution of a global clock signal in a contemporary complex design can be a daunting task. Albeit tech-

niques and tools to help this exist, they can lead to overheads in power and area [MAR06]. According to 

Amde et al. [AMD05] circuitry required for the correct distribution of the clock signal can represent up to 50% 

of the total power of a contemporary chip. As power budgets get tighter, motivated by battery-based applica-

tions demand, and performance gets over constrained by aggressive process variations, traditional design tech-

niques prove to be unsustainable [EKE10] [CHA13]. In fact, the International Technology Roadmap for Semi-

conductors predicts that a shift on integrated circuits (ICs) design paradigm is required in order to provide fur-

ther improvements [ITR11]. In this scenario, asynchronous techniques emerge as a promising solution to cope 

with technological problems faced by synchronous designers [BEE07], [BAI08], [JUN10], [LIA10], [CRO10], 

[MIN11], [SCH11], [JIA11], [TSU12] and [RAB13]. 

However, differently from synchronous circuits, asynchronous circuits can be implemented using a wide 

variety of templates. Two of these are of particular interest to the asynchronous research community and have 

been extensively explored in the past. The first, called quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI) design, relies on dual-rail 

or similar scheme that encodes when the computation is complete into the data representation itself using de-

lay-insensitive (DI) codes. This design style is usually associated to high robustness, as it relies on relaxed 

timing constraints [MAR06], but they are much larger than their synchronous counterpart (often 4x larger) and 

have very high switching activity (see e.g. [STE09a] and [BEE10]). The second design style, called bundled-

data (BD), relies on delay lines matched to individual blocks of combinational single-rail logic. The advantage 

of this approach is that the switching activity within the logic blocks is essentially the same as in synchronous 

design and control signals are decoupled from data, to enable a considerable reduction in the design complexi-

ty of control circuits. The Achilles heel of BD design, however, is that the delay lines must be conservatively 

implemented to have a delay longer than that of its controlled logic under all possible process, temperature, 

and voltage (PVT) corners. Consequently, in the presence of aggregated on-chip variations in contemporary 

technologies, delay lines must be implemented with large margins, potentially taking away much of the advan-

tages of asynchronous design [MAR06].  

Currently, a wide variety of templates is available in the literature for implementing QDI and BD asyn-

chronous circuits, each with its own advantages and drawbacks. That means that the choice for an asynchron-

ous template is not an easy decision. In addition, head-to-head comparison between different asynchronous 
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templates, and with synchronous designs, is very scarce in current literature. In this way, understanding the 

tradeoffs between state-of-the-art asynchronous templates and the synchronous template can enable to identify 

the suitability of each template for different application requirements, such as low-power, high-speed, high-

density and high-robustness. In this way, designers can more easily select the correct template for a given 

problem. 

1.2. Objectives 

The objective of this research is to explore the design space of state-of-the-art techniques for asynchron-

ous design and, once the tradeoffs are evaluated, assess the suitability of different asynchronous templates for 

achieving different design constraints, such as high-speed, low power, high density and high robustness. In 

addition, an automated environment composed by electronic design automation (EDA) tools will be developed 

for supporting the evaluated templates. To evaluate the distinct templates, a test chip will be fabricated. Hence, 

the following strategic goals are defined: 

1. Select a set of asynchronous circuit's templates from the state-of-the-art. 

2. Provide an automated environment, including tools and libraries, for designing circuits that em-

ploy the selected templates. 

3. Design and prototype a set of case study circuits, which target the selected templates, together 

with equivalent synchronous versions. 

4. Compare the case studies in terms of suitability for high-speed, low power, high-robustness and 

high-density. Comparisons will use both simulation and measurements in fabricated circuits. 

To accomplish these strategic goals, the following specific objectives should be fulfilled: 

1. Explore state-of-the-art ICs design-flows and tools. 

2. Prototype a synchronous test chip. 

3. Explore and select a set of state-of-the-art asynchronous circuit’s templates. 

4. Improve automation degrees for asynchronous standard cells design. 

5. Have a set of components required by the selected templates available at the standard cell level. 

6. Explore state-of-the-art techniques for low power and high-robustness design. 

7. Propose a design flow for automating the task of synthesizing circuits using the selected tem-

plates. 

8. Select and design a set of case study circuits for comparing the selected templates. 

9. Design the synchronous version of the same case studies. 
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10. Send a test chip for fabrication. 

11. Evaluate and compare the case studies through simulation and measurements on the fabricated 

test chip. 

1.3. Structure of this Document 

The remaining of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents basic concepts to ease the 

reading of this proposal. Next, Section 3 discusses related work and provides an overview of where the pro-

posed work will contribute to the state-of-the-art. Section 4 presents the work that was already conducted in 

the context of the proposed work and Section 5 provides an overview of ongoing and remaining work. In this 

same Chapter, there is a proposal of  schedule of activities for concluding the proposed work. Finally, Section 

6 draws some conclusions and puts the proposed work in perspective with the state-of-the-art. 
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2. Basic Concepts 

2.1. Synchronous Design 

The synchronous paradigm is very attractive for designing pipelined digital circuits mostly due to its 

simplicity. In synchronous circuits, a global signal called clock controls the sequencing of events of all se-

quential components, which are usually edge triggered registers [RAB03]. This signal oscillates at a fixed fre-

quency and duty cycle, both defined at design-time, which convey to the designer a discrete notion of time. In 

fact, this is the beauty in synchronous design. Since all registers switch at the same instant of time thanks to 

the clock signal, the delay of wires and combinational gates in a path between a pair of registers can be ig-

nored, given that a set of timing constraints related to the clock signal are respected. For instance, assume the 

example circuit of Figure 1. In this circuit, the minimum and maximum delays of the combinational logic, i.e. 

the minimum and maximum delays from Q0 to D1, are tCLmin and tCLmax, respectively. The delays tR0min and 

tR0max are the minimum and maximum propagation delays of register R0, i.e. the minimum and maximum de-

lays from D0 to Q0. Assume also that the setup and hold time constraints of register R1 are tR1setup and tR1hold, 

respectively, and that the clock CLK period is tCLK. According to Rabaey et al. [RAB03], under ideal condi-

tions where the clock edges occur in both registers at the same time, i.e. CLK0=CLK1, the correct functionali-

ty of such a circuit is guaranteed provided that 

setupRCLRCLK tttt 1maxmax0 ≥−−  ( 1 ) 

and 

holdRCLR ttt 1minmin0 ≥+  ( 2 ) 

In other words, ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) ensure that, respectively, the setup and the hold constraints of registers are res-

pected. 

 

Figure 1 – Example of a synchronous datapath. 

Unfortunately, clocks are never ideal. In fact, in a real circuit, transitions of CLK0 and CLK1 would 

usually lag in different proportions in relation to the reference clock signal (CLK). This is due to spatial varia-

tions in the arrival time of the clock signals, caused by static mismatches in the clocks’ paths and differences 
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in their loads. This phenomenon is classically called clock skew and is constant from cycle to cycle [RAB03]. 

In other words, if the active edge (the edge that triggers the register) of CLK1 is delayed by a real number δ, 

then on the next cycle, it will be delayed by the same amount. Note that clock skew modifies the analysis of 

the example circuit of Figure 1 because registers R0 and R1 are no longer activated at the same instant of time. 

This requires adjustments in ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) and, as discussed in detail in [RAB03]. To guarantee the correct 

operation of the circuit, one must take into account the value of δ such that 

setupRCLRCLK tttt 1maxmax0 ≥+−− δ  ( 3 ) 

and 

holdRCLR ttt 1minmin0 ≥−+ δ  ( 4 ) 

Equation ( 3 ) indicates that bigger δ values have the potential to improve the performance of the circuit, since 

bigger maximum propagation delays tR0max and tCLmax can be tolerated for a same clock period tCLK. In fact, this 

is correct, but increasing the skew has the side effect of making it more difficult to meet hold constraints. As ( 

4 ) shows, the bigger the value of δ, the bigger the delays required for the combinational logic path to meet the 

equation. Also, δ can be a negative value, which relaxes hold constraints but tightens setup constraints.  

Dealing with those problems was classically a low price to pay for the advantages of the synchronous 

paradigm. However, as reported by several authors (check [STE01], [STE09a] and [CHA10]), this price is 

considerably larger for modern technologies and the correct and efficient distribution of a global clock signal 

is getting prohibitively expensive. In fact, according to the International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-

ductors (ITRS) in its 2011 edition [ITR11], a shift in integrated circuits (ICs) design paradigm seems to be in-

evitable. This is why asynchronous design techniques are receiving increasing attention of the very large scale 

integration (VLSI) research community. 

2.2. Asynchronous Design 

A digital circuit is asynchronous when no global or regionally global clock signal controls any sequenc-

ing of events. Instead, asynchronous modules use handshaking between its components to synchronize, com-

municate and operate [MYE01] [SPA01] [BEE10]. This means that each pair of registers communicates by 

explicitly signaling sending and receiving data. In “synchronous terms”, the resulting behavior correspond to 

registers clocked only when and where needed. Such characteristic presents several advantages over the use of 

a global clock signal in modern technologies, as discussed in [SPA01], [MYE01], [STE01], [MAR06], 

[BOU07], [BEE10], [CHA10], [NOW11] and [CHA13]. However, differently from synchronous circuits 

(which basic assumption is the existence of a global clock signal), to implement an asynchronous circuit, sev-

eral different templates are available. 
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The most basic and intuitive manner of implementing asynchronous communication consists in using 

two control signals in opposite directions, request (req) and acknowledge (ack). As Figure 2 shows, one proto-

col consists in an active element sending a request to synchronize with a passive element, which issues an ac-

knowledgement when it is ready to communicate. Accordingly, communication can be based on either a 2-

phase or a 4-phase protocols. The former is also known as transition signaling and the latter as level signaling 

[SPA01]. For instance, Figure 3 (a) shows an example of a 4-phase handshake communication. In this exam-

ple, the active element starts with a requisition to communicate, rising the req signal. The passive element 

reads, processes the request and asserts the ack signal. When the active element reads the acknowledgement, it 

sets the req signal to low, which the passive element acknowledges by lowering the ack signal as well. After 

that, a new communication can take place at any moment. The transition signaling protocol is very similar to 

level signaling but its transitions reduced to half of the former. In this protocol, as Figure 3 (b) shows, the ac-

tive element starts with a request, switching the logic value of the req signal. When the passive element reads 

the request, it sends an acknowledgement by switching the logic value of the ack signal. If data is to be trans-

ferred using handshaking, two approaches are usually employed: BD and QDI design. 

 

Figure 2 – Example of pure control communication through handshaking 

 

Figure 3 – Operation of the 4-phase (a) and 2-phase (b) handshake protocols. 

2.2.1. Bundled-Data Asynchronous Design 

In BD design, there are two possible configurations for transferring data: using push or pull channels. 

The former consists of two handshaking elements that transfer data, where data flows from the active to the 

passive. In the latter, on the contrary, data flows from the passive to the active element. Examples of push and 

pull data channels appear in Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3 (b), respectively. Note that in BD push channels, data in 

the inputs of the passive element must be valid before it receives a request. Similarly, in BD pull channels, da-

ta in the inputs of the active element must be valid before it receives an acknowledgement. This is typically 

done by employing delay elements for matching the delays of data and control wires.  
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Figure 4 – Example of push BD data channel (a) and pull BD data channel (b). 

As an instance, Figure 5 shows an example of a fragment of a BD circuit using a push channel. Accor-

dingly, block R0 signals requests to block R1 for sending data through the data channel using the req wire. In 

such a scenario to guarantee that R1 will correctly sample the transferred data, the delay line must wait longer 

than the critical path of the Logic block. This delay is typically adjusted using pairs of inverters or buffers. 

Figure 6 (a) shows an example of a 4-phase BD communication. First, information is inserted in the data 

channel. When the data is stable, the req wire is set to 1, signaling a request. This request is acknowledged by 

a transition to 1 in the ack signal. Next, the req signal must switch back to 0, which must be followed by the 

ack signal switching to 0. From this point on, a new communication can take place. Figure 6 (b), in turn, 

shows an example of a 2-phase BD communication. After data is stable in the data channel, a request is sig-

naled by switching the logic value of req. When the acknowledgement is issued, i.e. after the ack signal has its 

logic value switched, a new communication can begin. Note that a similar analysis applies to pull channels. 

 

Figure 5 – Example of a bundled-data circuit fragment. 

 

Figure 6 – Example of (a) 4-phase and (b) 2-phase bundled-data communications. 

Starting from these assumptions, there are different ways to implement BD circuits, as described in 

[NOW11], each with its tradeoffs in terms of area, power and speed. The advantage of BD is that logic is de-

signed similarly to what occurs in synchronous circuits, which easily adapting to use conventional tools for 

synthesizing and optimizing combinational logic. The drawback is that there is little support for correctly de-

fining constraints for generating the delay line and, currently, its generation counts with small degrees of au-

tomation. A seminal work by Muller in [MUL57], proposed an asynchronous pipeline using C-elements in the 

control block. Another approach was proposed by Sutherland [SUT89], where special storage components are 
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associated with a control block based on C-elements for implementing an asynchronous pipeline built with a 

BD style. The generated circuits are called micropipelines. Another recent alternative is the Mousetrap pipe-

line template [SIN07], which employs only conventional latches and XNOR gates for controlling local hand-

shaking. Further details and circuit types are available in [NOW11]. 

2.2.2. Quasi-Delay-Insensitive Asynchronous Design 

The drawback of the BD style is that the assumption of bundled control signals requires extra care with 

the computation of timing constraints between data and control signals and the implementation that respect 

these. Another possibility is the codification of the request/acknowledge signal within the data channel. This is 

the strategy adopted by QDI templates. Note that, similarly to BD, data can be transmitted through either push 

or pull channels. For the former, the request signal is encoded within the data, while for the later the encoded 

signal is the acknowledge. QDI templates require the choice for a handshaking protocol and a DI code to 

represent data. Different works proposed a variety of QDI templates in the past, as reported in [VER88], 

[BAI03] and [PON12]. However, 4-phase handshaking coupled to 1-of-n DI codes are the most usually em-

ployed scheme, because they allow reducing design complexity [MAR06]. Accordingly, the next discussion 

approaches only these choices.  

In 1-of-n DI codes, data is represented using n wires and data validity is signaled by setting exactly one 

wire to 1, leading to codes with exactly n distinct values. This is equivalent to rising the request/acknowledge 

(for push/pull channels) signal in 4-phase BD circuits. In addition, absence of data is signaled by setting all 

wires to 0, equivalent to lowering the request/acknowledge signal in 4-phase BD. For instance, in a 4-phase 1-

of-2 QDI template using push channels, the request signal is encoded into the data signals making use of two 

wires per data bit (d.t and d.f are the names of the wires). This encoding is also called dual-rail. As Table I 

shows, in this template, a logic 0 is represented by a low d.t and a high d.f while logical 1 uses an opposite en-

coding. A high transition of the request corresponds to d.t and d.f having different logical values. To signal a 

low transition of the request, named a spacer, d.t and d.f are set to logic 0 [SPA01]. Figure 7 shows an exam-

ple of a 4-phase dual rail data transmission. Communication starts with all wires at 0, indicating absence of 

data (the spacer). Next, the sender puts valid data (in this case “01”) in the data channel. The receiver com-

putes the request and acknowledges, setting the ack signal high. When the sender receives the acknowledg-

ment, it transmits a spacer to finish the handshaking. The receiver computes the spacer and sets ack low. The 

sender can then start a new transmission. Note that because between each transmission all wires must be at 0, 

this protocol is also known as return-to-zero (RTZ). 
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Table I – 4-phase 1-of-2 RTZ encoding for one data bit. 

Value d.t d.f 

Spacer 0 0 

0 0 1 

1 1 0 

Invalid 1 1 

 

Figure 7 – Example of a 4-phase 1-of-2 (or dual-rail) RTZ QDI template communication for 2 data bits. 

Because data signals in QDI circuits contain the encoded control signals, performing computation over 

such signals requires some care. This is different from BD circuits that can use logic gates similar to those 

employed in synchronous design. In fact, different design styles have been explored for designing combina-

tional and sequential QDI circuits. Each of these is based in a specific hardware logic model of asynchronous 

template. Among the most employed templates, it is possible to cite: (i) the delay insensitive minterm synthe-

sis (DIMS) [SPA01] [MYE01] [BEE10], (ii) the Null Convention Logic (NCL) [FAN96], (iii) the Weak Con-

ditioned Half Buffer (WCHB) [MAR06] and (iv) the Precharged Half Buffer (PCHB) template [BEE10] 

[NOW11]. This Chapter ends with a brief overview for each of these relevant templates. 

Delay-Insensitive Minterm Synthesis 

The DIMS template is one of the most adopted for implementing QDI combinational logic. Some rea-

sons behind its choice are its reduced design complexity and the fact that it requires only one specific asyn-

chronous component, the C-element [BEE10], in addition to traditional components available in standard cell 

libraries, like gates AND, OR etc. This facilitates the adoption of conventional EDA tools and the use of semi-

custom cell-based design flows. A C-element is a basic gate used for the synchronization of events in QDI de-

sign. Figure 8 (a) and (b) depict its symbol and truth table, respectively. The output Q of a 2-input (A and B) 

C-element only switches to 1 when both inputs are at 1, and to 0 when both inputs are at 0. Any other combi-

nation of inputs keeps the previous value of the output. C-elements are easily implementable at the cell level. 
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A B Qi 

0 0 0 

0 1 Qi-1 

1 0 Qi-1 

1 1 1 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8 – C-element (a) basic symbol and (b) truth table. 

In DIMS blocks, all minterms of a logic function are first computed using C-elements. Next, the needed 

sum of the calculated minterms is computed using an OR gate similar to traditional two-level logic. This guar-

antees that the circuit will operate correctly and will respect the QDI template. In fact, DIMS can be used for 

any circuit that employs 1-of-n DI codes and 4-phase handshaking. For instance, Figure 9 (a) shows the DIMS 

implementation of a half adder circuit using a 1-of-2 4-phase template. In this example, the dual-rail sum out-

put is 1 when exactly one of the inputs is 1, otherwise it is 0, and the carry output is 1 only when both inputs 

are 1, otherwise it is 0. This is computed by first producing all combinations of A and B lines (true and false 

wires At, Bt and Af, Bf), producing the minterms
1
. A 1 in the sum output (Soutt=1, Soutf=0) corresponds to ex-

actly one input at 1 (At=1, Bf=1 or Af=1, Bt=1). In a similar manner, a 0 in the sum output (Soutt=0, Soutf=1) is 

generated when the inputs are the same, i.e. At=1, Bt=1 or Af=1, Bf=1. The remaining outputs are computed in 

a similar way. Note that the usage of a C-element for producing the minterms guarantees that a spacer will on-

ly be signaled in the outputs (Soutt=0 and Soutf=0 / Coutt=0, Coutf=0) when both inputs have a spacer (At=0, 

Af=0, Bt=0, Bf=0). This is due to the basic functionality of this gate, as Figure 8 (b) shows, coupled to the 

functionality of OR gates, which will only signal a 0 when all their inputs are at 0. 

CCCC CCCCCCCC

 

Figure 9 – Example 1-of-2 DIMS-based adders: (a) half adder; (b) full adder 

A drawback of the DIMS model is the excessive use of C-elements for calculating all minterms of a giv-

en function. This usually leads to large delay, power and area overheads. Take for instance a more complex 

                                                           

1 Remember that A lines or B lines are never 1 at the same time. Thus, no minterm is necessary for At-Af or for Bt-Bf. 
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example, the full adder presented in Figure 9 (b). Since this function has 3 inputs, computing all minterms re-

quires 2³ 3-input C-elements. Also, as the number of minterms increases, the number of inputs in the OR gates 

used to generate the sum of the minterms is also augmented. Depending on the function, this can lead to huge 

circuits for medium complexity functions. Moreover, these problems can get even worse when using more 

complex DI codes, where the number of minterms can become much larger. 

Null Convention Logic 

Another manner of implementing combinational logic for QDI circuits, called NCL, was proposed by 

Fant and Brandt [FAN96], and has been explored by different researchers, as reported in several works such as 

[LIG00], [KON02], [BAN07], [BAI08], [CHE08],  [PAR12] and [REE12]. In fact, Theseus Logic was an en-

terprise that successfully prototyped many test chips based on NCL logic and had a synthesis flow for auto-

mating part of this process [LIG00]. When compared to DIMS, the NCL model enables the implementation of 

more efficient combinational QDI logic in terms of delay, power and area tradeoffs. A very important aspect 

of this model is that it relies on the usage of components at the cell level, also enabling cell-based design ap-

proaches. 

In NCL design, basic components are sometimes called threshold gates, but this is imprecise. In fact, 

NCL gates couple a threshold logic function (TLF) [HUR69], with positive integer weights assigned to inputs, 

to the use of a hysteresis mechanism to guarantee a QDI compatible behavior. A TLF t is an n-variable unate 

function that implements a Boolean function defined by a threshold value T and a specific weight w_i assigned 

to each variable x_i such that: 







≥

= ∑
=

otherwise

Txw
t

n

i

ii

,0

,1
1

 ( 5 ) 

Figure 10 (a) shows the generic NCL gate symbol. Here, N is the number of gate inputs, M is either the gate 

threshold or a threshold function, and each input has weight w_i. Wherever no weight is specified, w_i=1 is 

assumed. Weights always come after the w specifier. The output switches to 0 when all N inputs are 0 and to 1 

when the sum of weights for inputs at 1 reaches threshold M, or satisfies the threshold function. Otherwise, the 

previous output value is maintained (just like in C-elements). This enables QDI circuit design using 1-of-n da-

ta encoding and 4-phase handshaking. In this way, the ON-set of an NCL gate is defined by the ON-set of a 

TLF and the OFF-set consists of the minterm corresponding to all inputs at 0. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10 – Symbols for: (a) generic NCL gate symbol, (b) 2-of-3 NCL gate and (c) 3-of-3 with weights (A=2, B=1, C=1) NCL 
gate. 

For instance, say that the threshold of a 3-input NCL gate is 2 and all inputs have weight 1. In such a 

gate, showed in Figure 10 (b), the output will only switch to 0 when all inputs are at 0 and to 1 when at least 2 

of the inputs is at 1. Now, consider a 3-input (A, B, C) NCL gate with threshold 3, where the weight of the in-

puts is (2, 1, 1) respectively. In this gate, shown in Figure 10 (c), the output will only switch to 0 when all in-

puts are at 0. However to switch to 1, input A necessarily needs to be at logic 1, together with any of the re-

maining inputs, B or C, to reach the function threshold. Note that for such gate only weights bigger than 1 are 

made explicit in the symbol. NCL gates include OR gates as special cases (NCL gates with M=1 are in fact 

OR gates), as well as basic C-elements (NCL gates with N=M are in fact n-input C-elements). Besides, NCL 

gates can have negated inputs and outputs. For example, an NCL gate with N=1, M=1 and a negated output is 

in fact an inverter.  

1-of-n 4-phase QDI combinational blocks can be built by combining NCL gates, based on their TLFs. 

For instance, a 1-of-2 4-phase 2-input AND can be build by using 2 NCL gates as Figure 11 (a) shows. Note 

that the true output Qt is computed using a 2-of-2 NCL gate which inputs are At and Bt, i.e. the output will on-

ly be 1 when both inputs are 1. The false output, in turn, employs a 3-of-4 gate with input weights (2, 2, 1, 1). 

Note that the false inputs Af and Bf are the ones connected to the first inputs of the NCL gates (those with 

weight=2), while the true inputs At and Bt have weight 1 in the gate. This means that the gate will only switch 

to 1 when both inputs have valid values and at least one of them is 0 (Af=1, Bf=1 or Af=1, Bt=1 or At=1, 

Bf=1). In addition, spacers will only be generated in the outputs when both inputs have spacers. This is guar-

anteed by the fact that the output of NCL gates will only switch to 0 when all inputs are at 0. A half adder can 

be implemented in a similar manner. As Figure 11 (b) shows, the AND block of Figure 11 (a) can be used for 

generating the carry signal (Coutt and Coutf). The sum can be computed using two NCL gates that use an AN-

DOR function. Consider generating the true sum output, where Soutt switches to 1. This occurs either when 

At=1 and Bf=1 or when Af=1 and Bt=1. The false sum output (Soutf), on the other hand, switches to 1 when 

either At=1 and Bt=1 or when Af=1 and Bf=1. Note that, in comparison to the DIMS approach, showed in 

Figure 9 (a), complexity to design a combinational block using NCL is considerably reduced and requires a 

smaller number of logic gates. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11 – Examples of 1-of-2 4-phase QDI circuits built with NCL gates: (a) 2-input AND gate; (b) half adder 
combinational block. 

Weak-Conditioned Half-Buffer 

While DIMS and NCL are employed for combinational logic, sequential QDI circuits are often designed 

using the WCHB template. Among other models, discussed in detail for example in [YAH06], this template is 

advantageous because it enables a reduced design complexity, due to the enforcement of a design methodolo-

gy, similar to the one employed in conventional sequential circuits. Another advantage is the fact that WCHB 

counts today with an automated design flow associated to it that uses the Cadence Framework [THO12], 

which will be explored in Section 3. Similarly to DIMS, the WCHB template also requires only C-elements 

other than conventional logic gates for its implementation and is typically used together with both DIMS or 

NCL logic blocks. For example,  

Figure 12 (a) shows the schematic of a 1-of-2 4-phase QDI 1-bit WCHB. The reset signal ensures that 

after reset the output will have a spacer. In such condition, the INack signal will have a 1, signaling to the pre-

vious WCHB that new data can be transmitted. Valid data will only be written on the output when it is availa-

ble on the inputs (INt and INf) and the next WCHB can receive new data, i.e. OUTack=1. As soon as new data 

propagates to the output, the INack signal switches to 0, signaling to the previous WCHB that a spacer may be 

sent. Accordingly, spacers will only be written to the output of a WCHB when a spacer is available on the in-

puts and the next WCHB can receive a spacer (OUTack=0).  
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Figure 12 – Schematic of a 1-of-2 4-phase QDI 1-bit WCHB. 

For composing WCHBs with the capacity of storing more than 1 bit of data, the OUTack control signal 

may be shared by all 1-bit WCHBs and their INack signals can be merged using C-elements, as discussed in 

[MAR06]. Note that two successively connected WCHBs always store a valid data and a spacer at any mo-

ment, or vice-versa. This is why this latch is a half-buffer. Another consequence is that a QDI pipeline with n 

stages based on WCHBs can contain at most n/2 valid data items. 

Pre-Charged Half-Buffer with Dynamic CMOS Logic 

The previous models are all based on static logic design. Albeit they allow a straightforward implemen-

tation, somewhat similar to what most synchronous designers are used to, they usually lead to large overheads 

in latency, given the need to compute data validity for each pair of registers at each stage. Another alternative 

is the use of the PCHB template with dynamic CMOS logic. In fact, several works demonstrate the advantages 

of this model to obtain high speed and low power circuits, as discussed in [BEE10]. Also, PCHB-based cir-

cuits have been extensively explored by Fulcrum (recently bought by Intel), which developed commercial 

product that employs QDI PCHB-based logic. In fact, there is a complete design flow for designing such cir-

cuits, as Section 3 discusses. 

A PCHB-based circuit employs basic components implemented at the cell level, usually in the form of 

domino logic. These cells implement functions and assume the use of a 1-of-2 (or 1-of-4) 4-phase QDI tem-

plate. As an instance, Figure 13 shows the example of a domino logic cell that implements a 2-input dual-rail 

OR gate. Upon reset, the enable (en) signal is low, generating a spacer on the outputs of the gate and signaling 

0 in the validity output (V), which is used for enabling neighbor gates. This is the pre-charge phase, where the 

internal node, just before the output inverter, is set to 1. As soon as the enable signal goes high, signaling that 

there is valid data on the inputs, the cell evaluates the input through the NMOS network. For instance, if both 

inputs are at 0 (Af=1 and Bf=1), the internal node before Qf is discharged, switching Qf to 1, while the value of 

Qt is maintained by the memory scheme composed by the feedback loop with a weak feedback inverter. Note 

that as soon as valid data is signaled in the output, the validity output switches to 1. More information on im-

plementations of control blocks for generating the enable signals can be found in [BEE10], [BEE11] and 
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[NOW11]. 

 

Figure 13 – Example of 1-of-2 4-phase PCHB domino logic cell implementing a 2-input OR gate [BEE11]. 
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3. Related Work 

This Section presents a set of works related to the tasks conducted in the context of the proposed work. 

Four main subjects were investigated for this purpose: asynchronous cell libraries and related automation 

tools, BD synthesis tools and design flows, QDI synthesis tools and flows and comparisons between asyn-

chronous and synchronous circuits templates. 

3.1. Asynchronous Cell Libraries 

3.1.1. TIMA 

The only fair way to widespread experiments in asynchronous application specific integrated circuits 

(ASICs) is to have available an asynchronous standard cell library. From this assumption, TIMA and LETI 

(both French laboratories) developed a library to support such designs. A 130nm gate length version of this 

library, called TAL-130 is presented in [MAU03]. In this work, the flow used to design the library is detailed 

and compares the results of implementing QDI circuits using TAL-130 and using a standard synchronous li-

brary (through AO222 gates). 

At present, a 65nm transistors gate length version of this library has also been designed. This library is 

called TAL-65 and is fully validated through simulation and silicon implementations of QDI designs. Two cell 

sets compose the library, a set of C-elements and a set of latches. Several variations of C-elements are availa-

ble, which are typically required for building control blocks. Among these are two-, three- and four-input 

cells, including settable and resettable gates. The drawback is that this library is not freely available. The in-

formation obtained about it was courtesy of TIMA and LETI. Also, there is no information available on how 

the cells were designed and/or of the availability of an automated design flow for the cell generation process. 

3.1.2. CellTK 

The work presented by Karmazin et al. in [KAR13] proposes the automated layout generator cellTK. 

The tool automatically implements the physical layout of asynchronous netlists. A drawback is that this gene-

rator is not compatible with semi-custom techniques and tools for asynchronous design automation proposed 

to date as it employs a non-standard flow, rather than a cell-based semi-custom flow. Also, the tool provides 

no support for automatic transistor dimensioning and there is no mention about how the generated layouts can 

be characterized to obtain power and timing models, which limits its usability to approaches close to full-

custom. Another drawback is the area, energy and delay penalties imposed by cellTK, as reported by the au-

thors, 51%, 12% and 9% in average, respectively, when compared to manual design. 

3.1.3. USC Asynchronous Cell Libraries 

The University of Southern California (USC) Asynchronous CAD and VLSI group has an extensive 
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work on asynchronous design. It has reported the design of at least two cell libraries for asynchronous tem-

plates. The first library was designed in the context of the Ph.D. Thesis of Ferretti [FER04] and includes a set 

of basic cells for implementing circuits using a specific QDI template called single track full buffer (STFB). In 

his Thesis, Ferretti describes all techniques employed for transistor sizing and noise and performance analysis 

during the development of the cell library. For the sake of validation, a test chip was fabricated using the cells 

in a design with 260,000 transistors [FER06]. The library is freely available through MOSIS and targets the 

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 0.25 µm bulk CMOS process. A drawback is that 

there are no power and timing models available for the cells, as reported in [FER04]; only layout, schematic 

and symbol views are available. Also, the design of the library was completely handcrafted and adding cells or 

extending the library to other technologies can be very laborious. Additionally, another drawback is the lack of 

EDA tools for the STFB template. 

A second library, which is of particular interest of for the development of the proposed work, is reported 

in [BEE11]. This work describes an automated design flow that targets PCHB design, and a library of basic 

components implemented at the cell level. The interest in such library comes from the fact that PCHB design 

is usually associated to high-speed circuits, providing feasible advantages for asynchronous design. Besides, 

cells of this library served to design test chips in Fulcrum and are currently employed in a commercial switch 

of Intel. The proprietary library was designed for the TSMC 65nm bulk CMOS process, targets 1-of-2 4-phase 

QDI and, according to Beerel et al. in [BEE11], implements all 2-bit and 3-bit logic functions. The library also 

includes control circuit
cells and C-elements with up to 4 inputs. Dedicated cells for implementing buffers 

are also included, together with specialized scan cells for enabling the testability of circuits built with the li-

brary. An advantage is that there is a tool for characterizing PCHB basic cells, as reported in [PRA07]. Draw-

backs are that the library is proprietary and there is no reported support for automatic transistor dimensioning 

and cell layout generation. In this way, access to this library is very limited and extending it to other technolo-

gies can be very laborious. 

3.2. Bundled-Data Synthesis 

Currently, several design flows for asynchronous circuits are available, including EDA tools and synthe-

sis methods. However, a drawback of BD approaches is that, albeit several works discuss their benefits over 

QDI approaches and propose different models for BD design [STE09a] [NOW11], there is very little automa-

tion associated to their construction. In fact, the majority of the BD approaches rely on manual methods for 

implementing the circuit. In addition, these works rarely explain the way they deal with timing constraints de-

finition, which are the crucial point in BD design. In this way, the design of a BD circuit is usually associated 

to iterative, manual labor for defining and ensuring timing constraints. 
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3.2.1. Desynchronization 

The desynchronization method proposed in [COR06], which uses as input typical synchronous circuit 

descriptions, is an example of automated flow for implementing BD circuits. After logic synthesis, the de-

scription is automatically modified, replacing flip-flops by latches and placing C-elements for implementing 

the local handshake control blocks. Additionally, combinational logic delays are matched to their respective 

synchronization lines. The resulting description can be synthesized using conventional tools. A drawback is 

that the resulting circuit usually presents low performance and there is little support to the definition of timing 

constraints. As mentioned before to ensure the respect of such timing constraints is a critical step in BD design 

wider adoption. Another drawback is that the method is restricted to the micropipeline BD template, which 

considerably limits design space exploration and popularity of the method. 

3.2.2. Stevens et al. Asynchronous Design with Clocked CAD Flows 

Given the necessity for a design flow for asynchronous circuits compatible with mature and consolidated 

CAD tools, Stevens et al. [STE09b] propose a methodology based on formal verification and relative timing to 

define and ensure the needed timing  constraints to support BD design with traditional clocked CAD. An ad-

vantage of the proposed method is its generality regarding BD models, as it relies on formal specification and 

verification of timing constraints. In fact, the proposed method is useful to verify QDI designs as well. How-

ever, we focus on its ability to deal with BD designs, because these are implementable similarly to synchron-

ous ones in a straightforward manner. There is a vertical compatibility of the proposed flow with BD tem-

plates, which does not apply to QDI ones.  This is because the latter requires special care for synthesizing 

combinational and sequential blocks, as Section 2.2.2 explains. A drawback of the proposed approach is that 

there are no associated automation tools available to its application, requiring its manual application. 

3.2.3. Asynchronous Constraints for Design Compiler 

Due to the lack of tools for supporting BD design and providing some degrees of automation, the GAPH 

research group started to work on an environment with a set of scripts compatible with Synopsys Design 

Compiler for defining and verifying timing constraints. This environment is called Asynchronous Constraints 

for Design Compiler (ACDC) and was first discussed in [GIB13]. The ACDC approach is similar to what the 

current literature reports as manually done for BD designs. In fact, the flow is very similar to the one described 

in [STE09b] and is general, regarding different BD models, but it counts with automated scripts for ensuring 

that constraints are met. This is very advantageous as it reduces manual labor associated to BD design. Cur-

rently, a manually generated XML file specifies the set of timing constraints. ACDC then takes as input this 

XML and generates TCL scripts capable of checking, setting and reporting the defined constraints inside Syn-

opsys tools. Gibiluka [GIB13] reported the use of ACDC in the design of a BD Network-on-Chip (NoC) rou-

ter and this provided promising results in terms of design automation as well as in the quality of the resulting 
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circuit. A drawback is that the specification of constraints in the XML file is still a manual step. However, im-

provements in ACDC are under way, for providing some degree of automation in timing constraints detection. 

3.3. Quasi-Delay-Insensitive Synthesis 

Many works on QDI design automation are available in contemporary literature. These works either 

propose dedicated sets of synthesis tools or design flows using conventional synthesis tools for implementing 

QDI circuits. Such tools and flows rely on one or on a combination of different asynchronous templates for 

QDI design. However, due to the lack of interest in asynchronous circuits in the 80s and 90s, these tools and 

flows are still in their early stages of development and are usually not mature enough for adoption in the de-

sign of large-scale commercial ICs, with the exception of the Proteus environment [BEE11]. This Section 

presents an overview of some of the most relevant available tools and flows. Note that this document disre-

gards some current design flows such as the one commercialized by Tiempo [TIE14], due to the limited access 

to them. 

3.3.1. Balsa 

An example of a comprehensive framework for QDI design is Balsa [BAR98] [BAR00] [SPA01], pro-

posed in the University of Manchester. It uses an extension of the Philips Tangram language [BER91]. Balsa 

includes a language for describing asynchronous hardware, also called Balsa. The language allows describing 

several classes of circuits in high levels of abstraction. The synthesis tool included in the Framework adopts a 

syntax-direct translation approach, which maps language constructions to handshake components [SPA01] 

[BEE10]. Such components employ the WCHB model for sequential blocks and DIMS for combinational 

ones. Syntax-direct translation is quite interesting, since modifications in the description lead to predictable 

modifications in the generated hardware, contrary to conventional hardware description languages, such as 

VHDL. Balsa allows synthesizing circuits for FPGAs and for CMOS technologies [BAR00]. For the latter, a 

specific set of components needs to be available at the standard cell level, for different DI codes and hand-

shake protocol combinations [SPA01] [BEE10]. 

Unfortunately, it is the Author’s own experience that circuits generated by Balsa usually impose very 

big area and power overheads. Moreover, the tool does not allow power and timing analysis, which prevents 

proper dimensioning of the cells that compose the generated circuit. Besides, conventional CAD systems fail 

to dimension the cells of such circuits because they cannot handle all the feedback loops that are present in the 

resulting asynchronous logic. In this way, the application of circuits generated with Balsa is limited. 

Another option to synthesize Balsa descriptions is the open source back-end system Teak [BAR09]. It 

consists in a new target parameterizable component set and synthesis scheme that aims the improvement of 

circuits described in the Balsa language. The tool optimizes Balsa descriptions synthesis by replacing data-less 
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activation channels with separate control channels. Albeit the Balsa framework  supports different data encod-

ings over 2-phase or 4-phase protocols, Teak implementations are typically QDI 4-phase dual rail asynchron-

ous circuits. Hence, circuits synthesized through this tool are limited to that choice of protocol and data encod-

ing. Another drawback is that in its current version Teak generates circuits with performance inferior to those 

generated by the Balsa System [BAR09]. 

3.3.2. Pseudo Synchronous 

Another alternative for enabling QDI design is the flow proposed by Thonnart et al. [THO12], which 

employs conventional tools for synthesis and power/timing analysis. The flow starts with a structural VHDL 

description of a circuit using WCHB for sequential logic and DIMS for combinational logic. The flow treats 

WCHBs as flip-flops and a virtual clock signal exists for guiding the synthesis tool. One of the drawbacks is 

the manual labor required by the flow, as it mandates the modification of timing and power model files for 

tricking the synchronous design tools. Also, several iterations are needed during the synthesis to achieve the 

desired results. Besides, in some cases the generated circuits violate the constraints specified by the designer, 

which is a consequence of using a framework deemed for synchronous design while implementing asynchron-

ous circuits. Another consequence of using a synchronous approach is the fact that the used tools always try to 

optimize the worst-case delay, which considerably limits design space exploration. 

3.3.3. Proteus 

Proteus is a design flow proposed by Beerel et al. in [BEE11] that targets the PCHB model for synthe-

sizing 1-of-2, 4-phase QDI circuits. The flow relies on the usage of a proprietary cell library, as described in 

Section 3.1.3, and uses conventional synthesis tools. The input for the flow can be either register transfer level 

(RTL) legacy code or a CSP-based Fulcrum proprietary language. From the specification, the circuit is synthe-

sized focusing only on the true wire of the 1-of-2 design, similar to a conventional single-rail synthesis, and is 

mapped into components of an image library. At this stage, the synthesis tools are capable of performing logic 

optimizations, which allows the flow to take advantage of mature algorithms employed by these tools. Next, 

the netlist is converted to 1-of-2 and the image cells are replaced by physical PCHB cells for the physical de-

sign. Note that in this process there is a series of optimizations that are performed in the asynchronous logic, 

as discussed in [BEE11], using a set of proprietary tools. Such optimizations allow improvements that conven-

tional tools would not be able to do, because they focus on worst-case delays, which is not sufficient for asyn-

chronous design. Next, place and route of the optimized design can occur, using conventional backend tools 

and the models of the PCHB library.  

As discussed previously, commercial application already used Proteus to produce real-world circuits and 

results are encouraging. A drawback is that during synthesis, tools focus only on the true wire of the 1-of-2 
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design, which prevents that false and true wires share logic blocks. This may not seem significant for small 

paths, but for deep logic paths, sharing logic blocks between true and false wires can provide optimization op-

portunities. Another drawback of using Proteus is the fact that PCHB components are not available in conven-

tional libraries and there is a laborious work associated to their implementation. 

3.3.4. Null Convention Logic Design Flows 

NCL comprises a basic set of components that classically counts with 27 gates [SMI96] [REE12]. These 

components include C-elements and some of the conventional logic gates as special cases, more specifically 

OR gates. Several works associate this model to high-speed [JUN10] [MIN11], low power [JOR10] [LIA10] 

[XUG10] and robust implementations. NCL also allows easy development of a semi-custom standard cell-

based design flow. It is thus gaining relevance in the asynchronous research community. In fact, several works 

propose automated flows and tools for designing and optimizing QDI circuits based on NCL, e.g. [CHE08] 

[KON02] [LIG00] [PAR13] [REE12]. The drawback is that most of these flows and tools perform logic opti-

mizations before technology mapping, which is precisely the first step in the synthesis of a circuit that allows 

optimizations with realistic cost parameters of the target technology. Besides, they all rely on synthesizing the 

circuit as if it was a single rail version, then replacing single rail logic gates by equivalent NCL templates 

(combination of NCL gates). This prevents exploration of optimizations enabled by logic sharing. The only 

work the author could find that somewhat allows post-mapping optimizations is the work of Cheljoo and No-

wick, described in [CHE08]. However, this work provides only basic optimizations again based on predefined 

logic templates. Thus, it allows performing logic optimizations by replacing predefined sets of templates when 

these are present in the netlist. 

3.4. Asynchronous Circuits Templates Comparison 

There is a currently limited set of works that compare different asynchronous circuit templates. In fact, 

no proposal reports head-to-head comparison of different templates, as far as the author could verify. Addi-

tionally, there are no directions on what template is more beneficial for different application requirements. 

There is, however, a common agreement that QDI is typically more robust than BD, at the expense of in-

creased area and power [MAR06] [STE09a]. It is a common belief that QDI is typically more suited for vol-

tage-scaling applications, due to its more relaxed timing constraints, albeit there are some works about voltage 

scaling in BD designs. As to operating speed, the work with Proteus [BEE11] clearly demonstrates the poten-

tials of QDI design for high-speed applications. That said, there is also space for BD designs to explore similar 

strategies, i.e. rely on the usage of dynamic logic for improving performance. Also, 2-phase design is typically 

cheaper for BD, which can lead to further improvements. 

Finally, when it comes to comparison of designs based on asynchronous templates with synchronous de-
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signs, the availability of works is also scarce. Some works do compare asynchronous and synchronous designs 

– see e.g. [AUL93], [BER99], [SHE07] and [GEB10] – the comparison typically relies on a single (sometimes 

not optimized) asynchronous implementation. That is, there is no exploration of the asynchronous design 

space. In fact, the lack of such comparisons limits the VLSI research community understanding of the applica-

bility of the different available asynchronous templates in the state of the art. In this way, performing head-to-

head comparisons of a set of case studies implemented using state-of-the-art asynchronous templates and their 

synchronous versions can provide breaking ground knowledge on the applicability of the asynchronous para-

digm for coping with contemporary VLSI problems. 
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4. Current Progress 

In view of the current available literature, there is a clear need for a better understanding of the bounda-

ries between synchronous, QDI and BD design and their applications. To provide a fair comparison, the first 

step is to provide an environment for design automation that supports such templates. However, doing so for 

asynchronous design is not as straightforward as for the synchronous paradigm. This is mainly due to four rea-

sons: (i) asynchronous circuits can be implementing through a variety of templates, (ii) each template presents 

different synthesis challenges, (iii) each template can require a different set of basic components and (iv) the 

design of these components can be quite complex as there is little support to them. In this way, there is an im-

plied big effort for setting up an environment for asynchronous circuits design. This Section provides an over-

view of the work that was already conducted towards the defined objectives of Section 1.2. 

4.1. Explore state-of-the-art IC design flows and tools 

To understand the process of designing an IC, the Cadence Framework was employed. The author ex-

plored logic and physical synthesis tools through the design of several case studies, including an RSA crypto-

graphic core, the Hermes NoC router [MOR04] and a set of arithmetic circuits. Several topics were studied 

during this activity, from which standoff: timing analysis (including clock related issues of setup and hold), 

power analysis, analog and mixed signal simulation and physical verifications. Note that the author already 

had some experience with these tools from works conducted during his computer engineering and M.Sc. 

courses, as reported in [PON10a], [PON10b], [MOR11a] and [MOR11b]. Such studies were also supported by 

a course taken by the author, offered by the graduate program, about VLSI design. In this course, the author 

participated in the design of a new NoC router called Yet Another Hermes (YeAH!), where he explored all the 

steps of a synchronous design, from specification to backend. Unfortunately, the router was not validated on 

silicon yet, only by post-layout simulation. 

4.2. Prototype a synchronous test chip 

In order to master the usage of commercial IC design EDA frameworks, and apply the knowledge ob-

tained in Activity 1, the author participated of the design of a chip containing an MBLite processor [KRA09], 

an implementation of the MicroBlaze architecture. Accordingly, the author was responsible for the backend of 

the design, performing all steps from logic synthesis to sign-off. The MOSIS service [MOS14] served to fabri-

cate the chip with target at the 130nm IBM bulk CMOS technology using standard cells, memories and pad 

libraries from ARM [ARM14]. Currently, a test board is under development for testing it. In addition, a tech-

nical report describing the work conducted for implementing the test chip is currently being written. 
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4.3. Explore and select a set of state-of-the-art asynchronous circuits’ templates 

In 2006 the GAPH group started its research in asynchronous circuits. In this occasion, it was detected 

the need for some components that were not available in conventional standard cell libraries to enable a semi-

custom approach to asynchronous design. However, the development of a standard cell library is a very labo-

rious work. In this way, a basic design flow was developed for automating parts of the process of generating 

such a library. The flow was called Asynchronous Standard Cells Enabling n Designs (ASCEnD) and was 

firstly proposed in [MOR10] and [MOR11a]. ASCEnD employs professional tools from commercial frame-

works from Cadence and Mentor for some steps. However, conventional tools do not support some parts of the 

design flow of a basic cell for asynchronous design. Thus, specially designed tools were developed to increase 

the cell design abstraction level and the design flow automation. Also, during the M.Sc. course of the author, 

the ASCEnD flow was optimized to support low-power cells design, as discussed in [MOR11b]. 

The availability of a cell library allowed exploiting methods for synthesizing asynchronous circuits. 

First, state-of-the-art QDI methods were studied and in a second phase, new methods were proposed. The first 

approach to design asynchronous circuits was based on structural constructions were components of the AS-

CEnD library were manually placed in a VHDL description as discussed in detail in [PON10a], [PON10b] and 

[MOR12a]. All these circuits used DIMS for combinational logic and WCHB for sequential logic. All of these 

employed C-elements available in the ASCEnD library. Because we had different implementations of this 

primitive, some initial studies also included the usage of different C-element transistor topologies for the de-

sign of high-speed and low-power QDI design, as discussed in [MOR12a]. This enabled defining the tradeoffs 

between each topology. In essence, after concluding these studies, the preferred topology was the Sutherland 

C-element for DIMS and WCHB design. Experiments with dynamic C-elements were also conducted. How-

ever, during such experiments, results indicated that the electrical behavior of this gate was more complex 

than previously believed, as reported in [MOR13h]. In this way, the usage of C-elements was restricted to stat-

ic implementations. 

During the study of synthesis methods, a new design style for QDI circuits was proposed. It is based in a 

different way of generating 1-of-n DI codes, called return-to-one (RTO), as presented in the work in 

[MOR12b]. In fact, the approach consists of representing spacers with all wires at 1, rather than all wires at 0 

and data validity is signaled by setting one wire at 0. The work presents experimental results that indicate the 

suitability of RTO for reducing power in QDI circuits. The RTO protocol is similar to RTZ. The only differ-

ence is that wire values are inverted compared to RTZ. Table II shows conventions for a 1-of-2 code based on 

RTO. N wires at 1 (all-1s) represent spacers. A valid 1 is denoted by d.t at 0 and a valid 0 by d.f at 0. As Fig-

ure 14 shows, differently from RTZ, RTO data transmission starts after the all-1s value is in the data channel. 

Accordingly, in the example, communication must start with all wires at 1, indicating absence of data. Next, 
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the sender puts a valid value “01” in the data channel by lowering d1.f and d0.t. The receiver computes the 

request from this value and acknowledges setting the ack signal low. When the sender reads the acknowledg-

ment, it transmits a new spacer to finish the handshaking. The receiver computes the spacer and sets ack high. 

The sender can then start a new transmission. In this way, RTO-RTZ domain interfaces for a same code re-

quires only n inverters. As a generalization, an RTO D.x wire logical value is translatable from RTZ by: 

).().(:10, xDRTZxDRTOnxx ¬=−≤≤∀  ( 6 ) 

Here, expressions RTO(D.x) and RTZ(D.x) correspond to wire logic values in the RTO and RTZ domains, re-

spectively. In this way, according to Martin [MAR90], the conversion of data from one domain to another is 

DI. Also, albeit so far the author explored only 1-of-2 DI codes, RTO design techniques can be easily adjusted 

to any 1-of-n code. 

Table II – 4-phase 1-of-2 RTO codification for 1 bit of data. 

Value d.t d.f 

Spacer 1 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 1 

Invalid 0 0 

 

Figure 14 – Example of a 4-phase 1-of-2 RTO QDI template communication for 2 bits of data. 

Another work by the author [MOR12c] evaluated the impact of using RTO in DIMS blocks. In this case, 

due to the inversion in the logic value of each wire, OR gates are replaced by AND gates. Note that we called 

the resulting logic model delay insensitive maxterm synthesis (DIMxS), as it relies on the generation of max-

terms rather than minterms. The result of the function is then computed as a product of maxterms. For exam-

ple, Figure 15 (a) and (b) show implementations of a 1-of-2 4-phase QDI half-adder using RTZ (DIMS) and 

RTO (DIMxS), respectively. Accordingly, the only difference in the implementation is the substitution of OR 

gates by AND gates. Using this approach, any RTO DIMxS logic block can be implemented. In fact, 

AND/NAND gates are classically preferred over OR and NOR gates in VLSI design. A stack of NMOS tran-

sistors is present in these gates, while ORs and NORs employ a stack of PMOS transistors. Because for con-

temporary CMOS technologies electron mobility is normally three times that of holes, NAND/AND gates are 

expected to present better power and delay tradeoffs than NOR/OR gates for the same silicon area. Therefore, 

RTO DIMxS circuits present a better power-delay tradeoff than equivalent RTZ circuits. In fact, as reported in 
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[MOR12c], the current required to propagate values and spacers for a DIMxS block is at least 44% and up to 

48% lower than the one required by a similar DIMS block. Static power consumption was also beneficial for 

storing spacers, roughly 13%, and worse to store valid data, roughly 4%, when comparing RTO to RTZ. Also, 

a set of experiments recently conducted suggest that C-Elements in DIMxS logic blocks are over 300% more 

robust against transient faults when compared to those of DIMS blocks [MOR14d]. This demonstrates the po-

tentials of employing RTO for constructing QDI circuits. 

 

Figure 15 – Example of (a) DIMS and (b) DIMxS implementations of a 1-of-2 4-phase QDI half-adder. 

Mixing RTO and RTZ in a same circuit has also been considered, as described in work recently ap-

proved for publication [MOR14a]. The obtained results suggest that albeit DIMxS provides better energy, lea-

kage and speed tradeoffs than DIMS, WCHBs provide better tradeoffs for RTZ circuits. In this way, the work 

conducted so far indicates that using RTO for designing combinational logic blocks and RTZ for sequential 

logic blocks can provide the best tradeoffs. Also, because either C-elements, used in WCHBs, and AND/OR 

gates, used in DIMS/DIMxS, already have inverters in their outputs, the conversion between RTO and RTZ 

can come for free by using the node just before the output inverter of these gates. However, this will require a 

revision on transistor dimensions. 

The author also explored the use of state-of-the-art EDA tools for asynchronous design. Accordingly, 

the ASCEnD library was integrated with Balsa [BAR98] [BAR00] and Teak [BAR09] EDA tools [MOR11a] 

[MOR11b]. Using these tools a network-on-chip router was described and synthesized targeting the STMi-

croelectronics 65nm bulk CMOS technology, as described in [MOR13e]. Note that the generated circuit relies 

on DIMS based combinational logic blocks and employs WCHBs for sequential logic. However, due to the 

low quality of the obtained netlist the author stopped using Balsa and Teak. 

After experimenting with DIMS-based design, the author considered the NCL model, as reported in 

[MOR13a]. Simulation results of similar basic logic blocks implemented using both DIMS and NCL gates in-

dicated that, as expected, the latter presented much better tradeoffs in terms of energy, leakage, speed and 

area. In fact, in all cases NCL proved to be superior to DIMS. Another style was proposed using RTO for con-

structing NCL logic, as discussed in [MOR13c]. The design style was called NCL+ and simulation results in-
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dicate that it allows solid reductions in static power when compared to classic NCL and provide better energy 

and speed tradeoffs. The NCL+ design style is similar to NCL, the only difference is the assumption of RTO 

rather than RTZ. In fact, NCL+ gates also have a threshold M (written inside each gate symbol). However, as 

defined in ( 6 ), the assumption of the RTO protocol mandates the switching function of an NCL+ gate to be 

the reverse of its NCL counterpart: the output will only switch to 1 when all inputs are at 1 and will only 

switch to 0 when threshold M is reached by the inputs at logic 0. For other combinations of inputs, the output 

keeps the previous value. The symbol that represents NCL+ gates appears in Figure 16. It is identical to that 

used for NCL, except for the “+” symbol on the top right corner. 

 

Figure 16 – Basic symbol of a NCL+ gate. 

BD-based design styles have also been investigated. Three different BD styles have already been ex-

plored: the classic asynchronous pipeline proposed by Muller and Bartky [MUL57], the micropipelines pro-

posed by Sutherland [SUT89] and the Mousetrap proposed by Singh and Nowick [SIN07]. Moreover, the au-

thor has participated in the design of a new intra-chip network router using a Mousetrap template to provide a 

better understanding the differences in challenges to design QDI and BD circuits. In this context, guidelines 

have been defined for specifying timing constraints during the synthesis of BD circuits and an automation tool 

has been proposed to enforce constraints closure, as explored in Section 3.2.3. Moreover, a deep discussion on 

this is available in [GIB13]. 

4.4. Improve automation degrees for asynchronous cells design 

Since its initial version, the ASCEnD flow was optimized to support low-power cells design, as dis-

cussed in [MOR11b], and, later, for enabling the design of NCL gates [MOR13a] and NCL+ gates [MOR13c]. 

Besides, a new tool was recently added to the flow, due to problems faced during the electrical characteriza-

tion of asynchronous standard cells using conventional tools. The tool is called Library Characterization Envi-

ronment (LiChEn) [MOR12d] [MOR13d] and allows automatically extracting power, timing and capacitance 

figures from standard cells and exporting the generated models to the Liberty format, which is widely accepted 

by EDA vendors. The current structure of the flow appears in Figure 17. Note that this flow is similar to the 

one presented in [MOR13b], with the addition of the Astran tool for automatic layout generation. Astran 

[ZIE07], a tool for automatic layout generation designed in a partner research group from the Universidade 

Federal do Rio Grande do Sul was the latest addition to the ASCEnD flow and allows orders of magnitude 

time savings when compared to manual layout, as reported in [ZIE14a] and [ZIE14b]. Moreover, layouts gen-

erated by Astran proved to be more area, power and speed efficient than those manually designed. This is 
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mainly due to two factors: (i) the manual layouts of ASCEnD were all designer by undergraduate students and 

(ii) Astran strives to minimize parasitic effects during layout generation. 

 

Figure 17 – General structure of the ASCEnD flow. Top and bottom rows indicate the tools used at each step. In-house tools 
have their names in boldface, while the others belong to a commercial framework, either from Cadence or from Mentor. 

The design of a cell using the ASCEnD flow starts with logic and electrical specifications, which define 

the functionality and electrical requirements of the cell. That is, an initial schematic at the transistor level is 

designed using the Cadence Virtuoso Schematic Editor. This schematic, together with a set of technology spe-

cific configurations, is the input of an in-house tool called ROGen (from Ring Oscillators Generator), respon-

sible for generating a test circuit and a set of measurements in SPICE. The generated description is simulated 

using Cadence Spectre and during simulation, power and delay reports are generated, according to the mea-

surements specified by ROGen. These reports are the input of a second in-house tool called CeS (from Cell 

Specifier), which allows the cell designer to specify a cost function that can include delay and power metrics. 

Next, the tool automatically computes the best transistor dimensions for the cell, according to the provided 

cost function. Once transistors are dimensioned, the layout is automatically designed using Astran. The layout 

is verified using DRC and LVS tools to guarantee that no design rules are violated and that it implements the 

functionality specified in the schematic. Such verifications are currently performed using Calibre from Men-

tor. Once the layout is validated, RC parasitics are extracted using Calibre. The extracted circuit is employed 

for generating the standard cell delay and power models. This is automatically done by LiChEn (from Library 

Characterization Environment). The need for this tool was detected during the development of ASCEnD, 

when this step was done using conventional tools. The problem was that such tools did not recognize the func-
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tionality of standard cells for asynchronous circuits and ended up generating the need for a great deal of ma-

nual labor. After electrical characterization, physical models are generated to allow the use of cell by auto-

mated circuit Place and Route tools. This is done using Cadence Abstract Generator, which automatically pro-

duces Library Exchange Format files, widely accepted by commercial tools. Finally, a symbol is generated to 

ease the use of the cell in hierarchical circuit design. A behavioral Verilog is also created for enabling digital 

simulation. In this way, the current version of the ASCEnD flow allows the design of cells on demand, as the 

whole flow is automated and Verilog and symbol models can be reused. 

4.5. Have a set of components required by the selected templates available at the cell level 

Through the evolution of the ASCEnD flow happened the construction of a library (ASCEnD ST65) 

currently containing over 600 standard cells for the STMicroelectronics 65nm bulk CMOS technology, with 

the composition showed in Figure 18. ASCEnD ST65 has 504 different C-elements, 4 mutual exclusion com-

ponents and 112 NCL gates (including NCL and NCL+ versions). It can support different BD and QDI styles 

and its contents evolved as the work described in Section 4.3 advanced, for supporting the research on differ-

ent asynchronous design templates. 

 

Figure 18 – Contents and structure of the current ASCEnD ST65 library. 

The ASCEnD ST65 library was validated with the design of three different intra-chip network routers 

[PON10a] [PON10b] [MOR13e], two RSA cryptography circuits [MOR12a] and two tree adders. All circuits 

reached layout level and passed post-layout simulations. Aiming the design of a test chip that employs cells 

generated with the ASCEnD flow, a new library is under construction for the IBM 130nm technology, AS-

CEnD IBM130. The motivations for this is that one test chip per year can be fabricated free of charge for this 

technology through an institutional agreement with MOSIS [MOS14]. 

4.6. Explore state-of-the-art techniques for low-power and high-robustness design 

An initial study towards low power QDI design enabled optimizing the ASCEnD flow to produce low 

power standard cells, as discussed in [MOR11b]. In fact, in its current version, the flow allows defining differ-
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ent cost functions during the design of standard cells, as discussed in [MOR13b]. A recent improvement of the 

flow enabled the incremental specification of cells in the CeS tool. This allows the designer to first filter di-

mensions targeting low power, balanced operation, etc. only then selecting the best dimensions among these 

for a second cost function. 

The author has also worked on voltage-scaling for QDI design. As presented in [MOR13g], a first work 

evaluated the tradeoffs of different C-elements topologies under ingcreased supply voltages. This work 

enabled identifying that the Sutherland topology was more suited for low voltage operation and that the oper-

ating voltage representing the best tradeoff in terms of energy consumption, leakage power and delay was 

around 0.6 V (near-threshold). The minimum operational voltage was found to be 0.2 V for a 65nm selected 

technology.  

Low power techniques for NCL design were also explored. A new topology for implementing NCL 

gates operating at low voltages has been proposed [MOR14b] and preliminary experimental results are prom-

ising. Differential NCL design was also considered, as there are works on current literature that demonstrate 

its suitability to low power design, such as [YAN10]. Accordingly, a new topology for implementing NCL 

gates and a new topology for enabling differential NCL design was proposed. Unpublished experimental re-

sults indicate that the topology allows further reductions of energy consumption and static power. 

On the threads of robustness, ongoing work is the definition of a systematic for designing robust QDI 

circuits using RTO and RTZ. In this context, a methodology was defined for implementing robust NCL gates, 

for coping with charge sharing problems, as described in [MOR13f], and guidelines for employing dynamic C-

elements have been defined, as explained in [MOR13h]. In addition, in the last months started the design of a 

new set of standard cells for integrating the ASCEnD library. This set comprises cells with Schmitt triggers in 

the outputs for enabling increasing tolerance to single event effects. Such choice was inspired in the work 

conducted by Kuang et al., presented in [KUA07], where the authors propose the use of Schmitt Triggers in 

the output inverters of NCL gates for increasing their robustness against single event effects. Accordingly, 

their results suggest that, by doing so, the robustness of the gates increases by up to 100% in exchange of 

some area, power and delay penalties. However, the evaluation of these cells indicated that the experiments 

conducted in [KUA07] were not sufficient, as the authors did not include an analysis of single events on the 

output of the gates, only on their inputs. By considering those, we found that in such cases, a Schmitt Trigger 

on the output inverter of an NCL gate considerably reduces its robustness against single event effects (30% in 

average). This was done through the design of a set of case study gates and electrical simulations of a particle 

strike model, as described in [GAR08]. The obtained results also indicate that area, power and delay penalties 

are very substantial, up to 100% in most cases, and the efficient dimensioning of Schmitt Trigger transistors 

was a tricky task [GUA14]. In this way, the author concluded that the cost of employing Schmitt Triggers in 
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NCL gates is too high and improvements are not sufficiently worth it. 

4.7. Propose a design flow for automating the task of synthesizing circuits using the selected templates 

The lack of tools for the design of asynchronous circuits often requires the use of structural hierarchical 

description approaches, as those described in [PON10a], [PON10b] and [MOR12a], where standard cells of 

the ASCEnD library are manually instantiated using VHDL. Due to the fact that some components are often 

combined in certain higher level structures during asynchronous circuits design (e. g. flow control compo-

nents, registers and combinational logic), a library containing macro blocks that implement some higher level 

functionalities was designed, to allow better reuse and modularity. The library, called LAMBDA, currently 

contains components like Merges, Forks, Joins, Arbiters, Multiplexers, Demultiplexers and Registers. Further 

information about the functionalities of these components exist in [SPA01]. All current LAMBDA compo-

nents assume 4-phase 1-of-2 asynchronous template. However, due to recent advances in design techniques 

the development of LAMBDA was discontinued. 

The latest contribution of the work conducted by the author is the development of a new design flow for 

automating NCL synthesis [MOR14c]. This design flow uses both NCL and NCL+ gates and counts with a set 

of automated scripts that allow synthesizing 1-of-2, 4-phase combinational blocks using conventional CAD 

tools. Some of the advantages of the flow are that it allows exploring logic optimizations of consolidated algo-

rithms employed in such tools and sharing logic blocks between true and false wires automatically, which is 

not permitted by any other design flow available in contemporary literature. Figure 19 provides an overview of 

the proposed design flow. Note that it assumes the usage of the Cadence Framework in this discussion, but any 

other EDA Framework could be employed. 

 

Figure 19 – Proposed design flow for NCL/NCL+ synthesis [MOR14c]. 

The input of the proposed design flow is an NCL Virtual Library together with a library containing in-

verters and buffers (as these gates do not jeopardize QDI properties) and a behavioral Verilog or VHDL de-

scription of an 1-of-n 4-phase QDI circuit. An NCL Virtual Library is a library of NCL gates mapped as con-

ventional Boolean functions. Note that NCL/NCL+ threshold logic functions (TLFs) can be used to implement 

conventional Boolean functions, as described in [NEU13]. This allows the synthesis tool to employ conven-

tional gates to generate a correct netlist. 
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Several case studies were synthesized and validated through simulation after processing with the above 

design flow. These case studies included an 8-bit ripple carry adder (8bRC), an 8-bit Kogge Stone adder 

(8bKS), a 32-bit Kogge Stone adder (32bKS), a 32-bit Arithmetic Logic Unit (32bALU) and a 16-bit shift and 

sum multiplier (16bMULT). The verified functionality of the design flow enables improving the quality of 1-

of-n, 4-phase QDI designs based on the NCL model. For more details about this flow please refer to 

[MOR14c]. 
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5. Ongoing and Remaining Work 

To allow the exploration of the state-of-the-art and the definition of the focal point of this work, the ac-

tivities conducted until this point, were mostly focused on extensive research, as discussed in Section 4. The 

progress of such work enabled the development of automated environments that help experimenting with di-

verse asynchronous circuits templates. Accordingly, it is important to highlight the following advances 

achieved in terms of asynchronous design support: 

• Full automation of the ASCEnD flow: Cells can now be designed in a fully automated manner, allow-

ing the generation of cells on demand. The development of LiChEn and the integration of Astran to the 

flow enabled this. The main point yet to develop to achieve a higher degree of generality is the support 

to multi-output cell design. 

• Enrichment of ASCEnD ST65: The library counts with components that support many BD and QDI 

design templates. 

• Proposition of an automated flow for NCL synthesis: The flow is compatible with tools from conven-

tional EDA vendors and allows exploring novel aspects in NCL synthesis. 

However, there is still a set of activities to conduct before the conclusion of this work. This Section pro-

poses a schedule of activities for concluding this work  

5.1. Explore and select a set of state-of-the-art asynchronous circuits’ templates 

From the explored asynchronous circuits’ templates, the author selected 1-of-2 4-phase QDI based on 

NCL and PCHB as good candidates for the evaluation proposed in this work. This will allow exploring the 

tradeoffs of having static and dynamic QDI logic. The choice for the NCL template is due to the observed su-

periority of this model when compared to other static design approaches such as DIMS. In addition, the ad-

vances on QDI synthesis and the proposition of RTO and NCL+ enabled the development of an automated 

NCL design flow, which enables efficient design. As for PCHB, its successful adoption in commercial prod-

ucts, as reported in [BEE11], indicates the relevance of evaluating dynamic logic as well. Besides, experiment-

ing with PCHB is supported by the Proteus flow, as presented in [BEE11]. Given that the author will follow a 

stage at USC, he will have the best opportunity to master the usage of this flow. 

The author also perceives the need for defining one BD template, given that many works report the ad-

vantages of using BD design. However, the work conducted so far was not enough for precisely defining this 

choice. This definition will occur after the first half of the sandwich stage. Apart from the already explored 

templates, the author will also consider employing a new template that under development in a partnership be-

tween PUCRS and USC. 
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5.2. Have a set of components required by the selected templates available at the cell level 

For the work with NCL design, most components are already available in the ASCEnD ST65. Any new 

gate that may be required is quickly implementable using the ASCEnD flow. For the PCHB design, on the 

other hand, there is no library support yet. Additionally, the ASCEnD flow is not compatible with PCHB de-

sign for two reasons. First, the flow does not support transistors dimensioning and electrical characterization 

of gates with more than one output and PCHB gates are typically multi-output. Second, Astran does not sup-

port PCHB layout, because these gates are typically too complex and require many transistors in their design. 

To arrange all transistors in an efficient manner, PCHBs usually have non-standard cell heights, which are not 

supported by the tool. Therefore, the design of PCHB gates will involve manual work. The advantage is that 

PCHB synthesis can rely upon a limited set of gates, which reduces the complexity of designing a library. 

Next, LiChEn is currently evolving to support multi-output gate characterization within the scope of an end of 

term work. The new version of the tool will be ready at the end of the first semester of 2014. For BD designs, 

once defining the template, at the end of the period of Activity 1, the required gates can be designed using the 

ASCEnD flow. 

Another important ongoing work is the analysis of voltage scaling on NCL gates. In this context, the au-

thor is exploring techniques for designing gates that enable ultra-low voltage operation. Using these tech-

niques, a whole library of NCL gates for ultra-low voltage operation will be devised at the GAPH group dur-

ing an end of term work of a computer engineering undergraduate student. The library should be available in 

the end of the first semester of 2014. In this way, its usage on NCL design can also be evaluated in the context 

of the proposed work. 

5.3. Propose a design flow for automating the task of synthesizing circuits using the selected templates 

The NCL-based design will rely on the usage of the proposed design flow, described in Section 4.7 and 

in [MOR14c]. However, there are some aspects of this flow that need to be improved, such as the automated 

support to the design of sequential circuits. Increasing the degree of automation of this flow is an ongoing 

work expected to conclude by the end of the first semester of 2014. For PCHB design, the idea is to employ 

the Proteus flow. To do so, the author will first master the usage of the flow and then integrate the PCHB li-

brary designed in the context of Activity 2. Finally, the BD template will most likely employ ACDC [GIB13] 

for providing some degree of design automation. The expectation is that the environment for designing the cir-

cuits based on the chosen templates will be available by the end of the first semester of 2014. 

5.4. Select and design a set of case study circuits for comparing the selected templates 

The definition of a set of case study circuits for comparing the selected templates is a crucial task for the 

development of this work. Such definition can have a big impact on the quality of the obtained results. In other 
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words, the selected case studies must allow a fair evaluation of the selected templates. Among the considered 

circuits are NoC routers, cryptographic cores and arithmetic blocks. There is a wide set of works dealing with 

the design of such circuits using asynchronous templates in contemporary literature. These circuits allow dif-

ferent degrees in terms of combinational logic complexity, sequential logic complexity and activity rate.  

The case studies will allow explore different tradeoffs of the selected templates, enabling to scrutinize 

the advantages and drawbacks of each. The definition of the case studies will take place in the next few 

months such that in the end of the sandwich stage they are correctly implemented using the environment set up 

in Activities 2 and 3. 

5.5. Design the synchronous version of the same case studies 

The design and fabrication of the MBLite chip provided the author a better understanding of how IC de-

sign EDA frameworks work and how to correctly design synchronous circuits. In this context, the case study 

circuits defined in Activity 4 will also have a synchronous version designed, with the goal to allow synchron-

ous-asynchronous comparisons. This will occur in parallel with the design of the asynchronous implementa-

tions. These should also complete by the end of the sandwich stage. 

5.6. Send a test chip for fabrication 

A test chip containing the asynchronous and the synchronous versions of the case studies will be de-

signed and submitted to fabrication. This will be the concluding activity for the sandwich stage at USC. Note 

that, currently, it is assumed the availability of fabrication resources for the target technology. 

5.7. Evaluate and compare case studies through simulation and measurements on fabricated test chip 

The last activity before the conclusion of the proposed work will be the evaluation and comparison of 

the designed case studies. This will be done firstly through simulation and power, timing and area analyses of 

the designs. In this context, the circuits will be evaluated in terms of their silicon area, operating speed, dy-

namic and static power, robustness against PVT variations and radiation effects and suitability for low power 

operation. Currently, the author has available all the environments required to do such analyses. These settings 

count with integrated digital, analog and mixed-signal simulation environments that enable fast performance 

analysis using SystemC models and robustness analysis through Monte Carlo simulation and a particle strike 

model using SPICE. Besides, the GAPH group counts with a grid environment with more than 100 cores 

available, which will speed up the generation of simulation results. Next, evaluation of the designed test chip 

will take place in order to get more realistic parameters. The obtained results will allow an in-depth analysis of 

the tradeoffs of different asynchronous circuits’ templates and the synchronous paradigm. Given that this ac-

tivity will impose several challenges, a whole semester is dedicated only for that. This will be done after the 

sandwich stage.  
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6. Conclusion 

The proposed work encompasses a set of original contribution to the research in asynchronous circuit 

design and design methods. Accordingly, upon conclusion of the work, the following items are expected to be 

available: 

1. A fully automated design flow for implementing cells dedicated to asynchronous design 

supporting QDI and BD templates; 

2. A new design flow for NCL-based circuits together with an open library of NCL and 

NCL+ gates; 

3. An open access cell library of PCHB gates compatible with the Proteus flow and tool; 

4. A better understanding of the tradeoffs for different asynchronous circuits’ templates and 

their applicability; 

Besides these, the following items can already be considered contributions of this work: 

1. A fully automated design flow for implementing cells dedicated to asynchronous design 

with the limitation that cells must have only one output; 

2. A new possibility for 4-phase 1-of-n QDI templates, called RTO, which allows better de-

sign space exploration for asynchronous circuits and enables better power and energy effi-

ciency; 

3. A new logic style for NCL design, called NCL+, that allows performing logic optimiza-

tions and enables better power, energy and delay compromises; 

4. A new automated design flow for combinational NCL design that relies on the usage of 

conventional CAD tools; 

5. A test chip completely designed by the GAPH research group. 
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